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MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE
Printed Number :
Serial No.
:

Marriage Office No. - Tehran
Date of Marriage : May 2,
Registration Date: As above

*Husband :.
*Wife :.
*The husband acknowledges that he is not married to another wife.
*Marriage Portion : One volume of the Holy Koran as a gift for Rls. /-; -due to be paid by the husband on wife’s
demand . Signed.
*Type of Marriage : Permanent.
-Conditions Stipulated During Marriage Contract or in another Binding Contract
During marriage contract in another binding contract, the husband granted the wife an irrevocable power of attorney
with the right of substitution that in addition to the cases stipulated in Civil Law to refer to the court as per the
provisions of Article 11 of the Family Protection Act and cause to divorce herself.
Art.11> In addition to the contents of the said act, either spouse may refer to the court and demand for divorce :
1> In the event that the wife or husband is sentenced to five years imprisonment or more, or if due to a fine, nonpayment of which would lead to five years of imprisonment or more, and that the sentence is in the process of
execution. 2> Where either party is addicted to any harmful addiction which, at the discretion of the court, is
prejudicial to the family foundation. 3> Where the husband marries another wife, without the consent of his wife.
4> Where either party abandons family life at the discretion of the court.5> Where either party, due to any offence
which, at the discretion of the court is against the family interest and the prestige of the other party, is sentenced to final
judgement.
Article 1087 of Civil Law: In case no amount of marriage portion on non-existence of marriage portion is stipulated for
a permanent marriage, the marriage is legally valid and the couple may determine the amount of marriage portion after
getting married. Should the couple copulate before determining a certain amount of marriage portion, the wife will be
entitled to receive equivalent amount.
Article 4: The couple may stipulate any condition as a marriage condition or as an interim binding condition, if it is not
inconsistent with the marriage contract.
Article 5: In case either party resorts to deception without which the marriage would not have been performed, the
offender would not be condemned to imprisonment from 6 months to 2 years.
Article 6: Each man is bound to explicitly declare and notify the marrying woman and person in charge of pronouncing
the marriage formula whether he has another wife or not, the offender shall be condemned to imprisonment from 6
months to 2 years. (Signed by the couple)
*Other Conditions: None.
*Witnesses and References: 1- Mr. A. , ID card no. . 2- Mr. A. , ID card no. 2740. Signed.
*Marriage was solemnized by Notary Public No. 128- Tehran. (N.P.Signature & Seal)
*The couple, by having full knowledge of the text of this marriage certificate and the terms and conditions stipulated in
it, expressed their consent by signing the instrument. (Signed by the couple)
*By establishing the identities of the couple, I hereby certify the authenticity of marriage happening.
(Signed and sealed by Notary Public)
*This deed which conforms to the entries of Marriage N.P. No. is given to the wife as per the provisions of Article 14
of the Marriage By-Law.
Signed & Sealed: Notary Public No.
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